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Tiffany & Co. opens its doors at Sydney Airport  
 

 Tiffany & Co. has opened its first Australian airport store at Sydney Airport’s T1 
International terminal   

 Tiffany & Co. joins the airport’s new fashion precinct showcasing 13 global design 
houses 

 New brands across the airport providing more choice for passengers 

  

The world’s premier jeweller, Tiffany & Co., has officially opened at Sydney Airport’s T1 
International terminal. 

In an Australian airport first, the renowned brand synonymous with timeless jewels joins a 
premium collection of 13 luxury designer brands in the airport’s new fashion precinct, including 
Hugo Boss and Max Mara. 

The brand new store showcases the jeweller’s range of celebrated diamond engagement rings, 
colourful diamonds and gemstones, fine and sterling silver jewellery, and the acclaimed 
creations of Elsa Peretti, Paloma Picasso and Jean Schlumberger. It will also carry signature 
collections including Tiffany T, watches, gifts and leather accessories. 

True to its rich design heritage, the storefront evokes a strong sense of Tiffany & Co.’s flagship 
and iconic store on Fifth Avenue in New York City, including a striking double-height, eight 
metre facade framed with the brand’s distinctive wheat leaf pattern. 

The interior of the store is modern and elegant, displaying carved glass and marble facets 
against a colour palette of subtle blues and silvery tones to complement the iconic Tiffany Blue. 
Adorned with premium textiles for maximum comfort, passengers can enjoy a premium 
shopping experience before they fly.   

“We’re excited to welcome Tiffany & Co. to our new fashion precinct, showcasing the very best 
of its renowned jewellery and accessory collections for international passengers who can enjoy 
a world-class shopping experience at Sydney Airport,” Sydney Airport General Manager Retail 
Glyn Williams said. 

As part of the improvement program to deliver a world-class airport experience, Sydney Airport 
has introduced a range of new brands to cater for all tastes and price points, enhancing value 
and choice for passengers.  

Tiffany & Co. is now open at Sydney Airport’s T1 International terminal, located after customs. 
Set over 250sqm, the store occupies the largest footprint in the new luxury precinct. 
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ABOUT SYDNEY AIRPORT  

Sydney Airport is Australia’s gateway airport, serving over 40 million passengers a year and connecting Sydney to a 
network of more than 90 international, domestic and regional destinations.  
 
Located just eight kilometres from the city centre, Sydney Airport contributes $30.8 billion in economic activity a year, 
equivalent to 6.4 per cent of the NSW economy. Sydney Airport is a major employer in NSW, generating more than 
306,700 direct and indirect jobs, equivalent to 8.9 per cent of NSW employment. Some 29,000 of these jobs are at 
the airport itself.  
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